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Introduction
The user is often placed in the position of an absolute master over an awesomely powerful slave, who speaks a strange and painfully awkward tongue, whose obedience is immediate and complete but woefully thoughtless, without regard to the potential destruction of its master's things, rigid to the point of being psychotic, lacking sense, memory, compassion, and--worst of all---obvious consistency (Miller and Thomas 1977, p. 512 ).
The problems of human-computer interaction (HCI), such as cryptic error messages and inconsistent command syntax, are well-documented (Carroll, 1982; Lewis and .Anderson, 1985; Nickerson, 1981) and trace beck to the beginning of the computer revolution (Grudin, 1990) . The impact of problematic HCI designs is magnified greatly by the advent of desk top computers, employed mainly by professionals for enhancing their work productivity. A faulty HCI design traps the user in unintended and mystifying circumstances. Consequently, the user may not adopt the system in his or her work because learning and using the system are too difficult and time-consuming; the business loses its investment in the system.
As concern about HCI problems grew, research was conducted by both practitioners and scholars to find solutions. Initially, researchers focused on enhancing programming environments in order to improve programmers' productivity. With the proliferation of desk-top computers, it was discovered that non-technical users were not satisfied with the same type of environment that programmers used. Raseamh has since expanded beyond technical considerations to investigating behavioral issues involving human motor skills, perception, and cognition for developing functional, usable, and learnable software. HCI is now an important scientific discipline built upon computer science, ergonomics, linguistics, psychology, and social science.
Today's system designers are expected to apply these interdisciplinary principles to improve user satisfaction and productivity. This is a formidable task because HCI development is not an aspect of software design that can be illuminated by a single design approach. More importantly, there is a lack of guidance in applying HCI research findings to design practice. Consider a typical interface design based upon many decisions: which functions and objects to include; how they are to be labeled and displayed; whether the interface should use command language, menus, or icons; and how online help can be provided. As will be discussed later, each of these decisions involves consideration of complicated, and sometimes conflicting, human factors. When all decisions are considered at once, interface design becomes overwhelming. Therefore, our first objective in writing this article is to separate HCI design into major divisions and identify the most relevant design goals and human factors. In each division, design subtasks are analyzed within the context of current HCI research. The intent of this classification is to assist designers in relating the research findings to the HCI design process.
Early research emphasized the development of design guidelines. But, after attempts to both write and use guidelines, it was recognized that when a design is highly dependent upon task context and user behavior, the usefulness of guidelines diminishe.s Moran, 1981) . The.a~n~wer to this problem for particular design is to model the behavior of users doing specific tasks. The model provides a basis for analyzing why a design works or fails. This leads to the emphasis of understanding cognitive processes employed in HCI; Model Human Processor (Card, et al., 1983) , SOAR (Laird, et al., 1987) , and Task Action Grammars (Payne and Green, 1986) are examples of HCI theoretic models for studying user behavior (to be discussed later). These models provide a basis for explaining why some design guidelines work. Our second objective is to elaborate existing guidelines with their task constraints and theoretic bases so a designer can relate them to new, untested situations.
Our third and last objective is to identify opportunities for HCI research. An exhaustive review of guidelines and theories in user interface design reveals gaps in our knowledge regarding theimpact of design choices on human behavior. By noting these opportunities, we hope to interest both practitioners and research scholars in furthering our knowledge of user interface design.
We begin with a framework for organizing HCI design and several theoretic approaches to investigating HCI issues. This is followed by design recommendations and research opportunities for each issue in the framework, and our conclusions. Card, et al. (1983) propose the user's recognitionaction cycle as the basic behavior for understanding the psychology of HCI. This cycle includes three stages: the user perceives the computer presentation and encodes it, searches long and short-term memory to determine a response, and then carries out the response by sending his or her motor processors in motion. A more elaborate seven-stage HCI model is proposed by Norman (1986) (see Figure 1 ). Norman's model expands the memory stage to include mental activities, such as interpretation and evaluation of system response, formulation of personal goals and intentions, and specification of action sequences. Four cognitive processors are employed in the elaborated recognition-action cycle: motor movements, perception, cognition, and memory (Olson and Olson, 1990) . Except for long-term memory, these processors have limited capacity and constrain users' behavior and, thus, HCI design. Most obvious is the need to satisfy users' motor and perceptual needs: signals must be perceivable, and responses should be within the range of a user's motor skills. But more importantly, the interface must empower the memory and cognitive capacity of its users to learn and reason easily about the system's behavior. Otherwise, the user interface will hinder the user's ability to learn all aspects of the system; a bad interface means the user will not use the system to solve new, difficult problems.
Overview of User Interface Framework and Theories

Overview of the framework
While HCI objectives are clear, it is less obvious how the designer should go about developing interfaces that meet these objectives. Recent research suggests that a system model be employed as the basis of HCI design (Norman, 1986) . The system model is a conceptual depiction of the set of objects, permissible operations over the objects, and relationships between objects and operations underlying the interface (Jagodzinski, 1983) . Norman (1986) points out that the selection of good system model enables the development of clear and consistent interfaces. This is the premise of the interface design framework described in Figure 2 . The conceptual aspect of the framework concerns design of the system model such that the underlying process the computer is performing is directly pertinent to the user in a manner compatible with the user's own understanding of that process (Fitter, 1979) . The physical aspect of the framework involves the
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-dialog style ,syntax protection mechanism Figure 2 . The HCI Design Framework design of action and presentation languages, which consist of patterns of signs and symbols enabling the user to communicate to and from the system (Bennett, 1983) .
Designing action and presentation languages based on a coherent system model enables the user to easily develop a mental model of the system through repetitive use. The mental model is the user's own conceptualization of the system components, their interrelations, and the process that changes these components (Carroll and Olson, 1988 ). The mental model provides predictive and explanatory power for understanding the interaction, enabling the user to reason about how to accomplish goals (Halasz and Moran, 1983; Norman, 1986) . Hence, the closer the system model is matched to user expectations, the more easily and quickly user learning takes place. Developing the system model, therefore, requires a study of what the user expectations are. A system model provides direction for designing action and presentation languages that determine the system's look and feel. When there is close correspondence between the system model and these two languages, the user can manipulate all parts of the system with relative ease. This creates an interface of "naive realism" (diSessa,1985) : one that the user operates unaware of the computational technicalities embedded in the system software. But this naive realism cannot be easily achieved because technological restrictions limit the choice of dialog style and impose rigid syntax rules and recovery procedures. Hence, in specifying an action language, design tradeoffs must be made between satisfying the user's cognitive requirements and satisfying technological constraints. The presentation language complements the action language by displaying the results of system execution such that the user can easily evaluate and.interpret the results. It also involves design tradeoffs in choosing proper object representations, data formats, spatial layout, confirmative mechanisms, and user assistance facilities.
Note that in Figure 2 the system model serves as the basis for developing action and presentation languages. The importance of this principle is illustrated by the user interfaces of two spreadsheet packages: IFPS (Execucom, 1979) and 1:2-3 (Lotus, 1989). IFPS's system model resembles linear algebra with a Fortran-like programming language; 1-2-3's resembles a paper spreadsheet and an electronic calculator. The system model choice results in clear differentiation in the action and presentation languages of these two packages. IFPS's action language requires the user to follow strict syntax rules to enter a spreadsheet model. Its presentation is that of an accounting report that can only be viewed in a top-down manner. Also, user actions and system presentations are clearly disjointed in IFPS; that is, the user first enters the algebraic formulae, waits for the system to process them, and receives the output when the system is finished.
In contrast, 1-2-3's action and presentation languages are intertwined. 1-2-3 allows the user to enter the spreadsheet by moving to any cell, row, or column in any order to enter data or specify formulae. Its presentation utilizes the same row-column format used for input; the user obtains an instant result for each action. The properties of 1-2-3's action and presentation languages are more generally accepted than those of IFPS, even though both provide similar capability. Hutchins, et al. (1986) attributes the success of spreadsheet packages like 1-2-3 to their use of a conceptual model that matches the user's understanding of spreadsheet tasks.
Cognitive modeling
As previously mentioned, developing the system model requires a study of user expectations. One approach is to create prototypes, which provide an environment for testing and refining the system model. This, however, is expensive and time-consuming. Alternatively, several cognitive models can be used to analyze and clearly describe user behavior. This type of theoretical analysis can help designers select the best design from several alternatives, resulting in less time needed for HCI design (Lewis, et al., 1990) .
GOMS Model
A family of cognitive models based on the GOMS model is proposed by Card, et al. (1983) for predicting user performance. A GOMS model consists of four cognitive components: (1) goals and subgoals for the task; (2) operators, including both overt operators (like key presses) and internal operators (like memory retrieval); (3) methods composed of a series of operators for achieving the goals; and (4) selection rules for choosing among competing methods to achieve the same goal. The majority of GOMS research has centered on the study of experts performing well-learned, repetitive tasks. This has led to the discovery of parameters, such as times for keystroke entry and the scanning of system outputs, useful for predicting skilled-user performance (Card, et al., 1983) . But other important aspects of user behavior cannot be easily modeled in GOMS, such as the production of and recovery from errors (Olson and Olson, 1990 ) and the use of sub-optimal goals or methods in performing routine editing tasks, even when more efficient goals or methods are known .
SOAR
SOAR (Laird, et al., 1987 ) is a general cognitive architecture of human intelligence. Although it has not been applied extensively in HCI research, SOAR has the potential for answering questions not addressed by GOMS. SOAR is an application of artificial intelligence that models users doing both routine and new tasks. In addition to a knowledge base and an engine that performs tasks it knows, SOAR has a learning mechanism. It provides an account of how a user evaluates system responses and formulates a new goal or intention. With SOAR, one can estimate how long it takes a user to recognize an impasse in his or her skill and set up a new. goal and action sequence to overcome that impasse.
Formal Grammars
Formal grammars expressed in Backus-Naur form (BNF) can be used to describe the rules an action language. From these, an analyst can predict the cognitive effort needed to learn the language by examining the volume and consistency of the rules (Reisner, 1981) . Task Action Grammars (TAG) are similar languages, which make explicit the knowledge needed for a user to comprehend the semantics and syntax of a user interface (Payne, et al., 1986) . In addition to identifying the consistency of grammar rules, TAG can be applied to study how well the task features of the language match user goals.
Discussion
GOMS, SOAR, and formal grammars collectively provide guidance in the design of system models and action and presentation languages. For example, GOMS suggests that system model design should be guided by analysis of user goals in order to identify methods for achieving these goals; SOAR demonstrates the importance of modeling user knowledge of the system model for solving new, difficult problems; TAG indicates how an action language's organization affects user learning.
It should be noted that each of these theories can explain some, but not all, aspects of human behavior in HCI. For example, the GOMS model can explain the task of selecting an option from a list of choices, but it fails to predict errors a person makes when using a line editor; TAG provides a reason why errors might occur but cannot predict moment-by-moment performance. In addition, psychological attributes, such as preference and attitude, and cognitive functions, such as mental imagery and cognitive style, are not considered in these theories (Olson and Olson, 1990) . The specificity of each of these theories results in areas of uncertainty in HCI design, restricting our ability to apply them to practice. A great need for integrating theory and practice remains in HCI research.
System Model Design
Central tO the entire HCI design question is the design of the system model, a conceptual description of how the system works. This requires an analysis of user tasks so the system model can be organized to match the user's understanding of these tasks (Carroll and Thomas, 1982; Halasz and Moran, 1982; Moran, 1981) . It also requires an analysis of metaphors and abstract models that can adequately portray system functionality . The result of the latter analysis may also help in selecting representations for system objects/functions and in user training.
Analysis of task
The work by Card, et al. (1983) and Norman (1986) indicates that during computer interaction, the user's mental activities center around goal determination and action planning. To ensure that the system model supports these activities, task analysis should emphasize identifying user goals and the methods and objects employed to achieve these goals (Grudin, 1989; Phillips, et al., 1988) .
Work Activities and Scenarios
Goals, methods, and objects can be discovered by analyzing users acting out work-related scenarios . A scenario is record of a user interacting with some device in response to an event, which is carefully constructed so that the user performs a definite action (like reordering paragraphs of a document or computing the return on a financial investment). A carefully constructed set of events assures that a comprehensive range of situations is studied and the results are applicable to brief, real-life work situations (Young and Barnard, 1987) . Scenario analysis produces records of user actions from which specific user goals, methods, and objects needed to achieve these goals are identified. In addition, records of several users completing the same scenario enable the designer to compare different approaches to the same work situation and generate a set of methods and objects for a wide range of users.
Routine Tasks and Complex Work
Task analysis proceeds by studying cognitive processes involved in handling the events. Researchers have observed that users' mental processes occur at two levels (Bobrow, 1975) . Low-level processing involves well-learned, rehearsed procedures for handling routine operations such as data entry or word deletion. Highlevel processing, which relies upon knowledge of the system model, is used to generate plans of action to handle non-routine tasks.
To support low-level processing, objects need to be organized into logical chunks, and operations need to match the actions users normally make with these objects in the real world (Phillips, et al., 1988) . In so doing, learning to associate operations with objects is easy; with practice, operations can be applied almost automatically, and even in parallel, because examination of data content and the meaning of each user action is unnecessary (Shiffrin and Schneider, 1977) . For example, the spreadsheet system model supports low-level processing by organizing spreadsheets into cells, rows, and columns; operations like "delete" can be applied to any of these data levels with simple cursor movement and the same menu action choices.
High-level processing is top-down and is guided by user goals and motives; planning is slow, serial, and conscious (Newell and Simon, 1972; Rasmussen, 1980) . A plan of action is a goal structure that describes how the user decomposes the problem into a sequence of methods which, when executed, propedy handles the work situation. When facing a complex task, a user may divide the entire task into many subtasks and perform these subtasks separately at different times (diSessa, 1986) . Thus, to support higher-level processing, one must ensure that nearly all user goals can be easily achieved through combinations of operations described in the system model in either a sequential or distributed manner. This flexibility can be seen in Xerox's Star Workstation, where operations for one goal (like creating a document) can be easily suspended to perform operations for another goal (like creating a spreadsheet) (Bewley, et al., 1983) . Star also allows the user to cut a portion of one object (like a spreadsheet) and paste it another object (a document) to achieve a higherlevel goal of creating a report.
Task analysis results can be documented using GOMS, BNF, TAG, or SOAR. To complete the interface design, details of the methods and the operations to be performed on the objects need to be specified later during physical design.
Analysis of metaphors and abstract models
In designing the system model, it is beneficial to search for metaphors analogical to the system model. Presenting metaphors to users helps them relate the concepts in the system model to those already known by a wide set of users. This enables the user to make inferences regarding what system actions are possible and how the system model will respond to a given action.
Metaphors and Composite Metaphors
Metaphors can be drawn from tools and systems that are used in the task domain and the common-sense real world . For example, many use a typewriter as a metaphor for a word processor. Unfortunately, the analogy between a word processor and a typewriter breaks down for depicting block insertion and deletion in word processing. For these actions, the word processor works more like a magnetic tape splicer. Hence, complex systems can be more completely described by a composite of several metaphors, each examined closely for its correspondence to the system's actual goal-action sequence. Since users generally develop disjointed, fragmented models to explain different kinds of system behavior (VVaren, 1987) , it is easy for them to accommodate composite metaphors in learning the system (Carroll and Thomas, 1982) .
Even with composite metaphors, mismatches may still occur. Typical computer systems are more powerful than manual tools and may contain features not embodied in the metaphors, and vice versa. These mismatches may lead the user to form misconceptions about how the system works (Halasz and Moran, 1982) . For example, in word processing, document changes need to be saved or the entire work session is lost; there is no such concept applicable to typewriters. Explicitly pointing out the mismatches to the user should prevent such misconceptions 
Abstract Models
Abstract models explicitly represent a system model as a simple, abstract mechanism, which the user can mentally "run" to generate expected system responses (Young, 1981) . For example, a hierarchical chart depicting the organization of messages, folders, and files serves as the abstract model of storage for an electronic mail system, while a file cabinet serves as the metaphor (Sein and Bostrom, 1989) . Like metaphor, the abstract model is not intended to fully document every detail of a system model; rather, both provide a semantic interpretation and a framework to which the user can attach each new system concept Mayer, 1981) . But unlike a metaphor, there is a one-toone mapping from the attributes of an abstract model to those of the system model, although not vice verse. Abstract models are particularly useful for depicting system models that have no realworld counterparts; for instance, a pictorial depiction of interactions among memory, instructions, input, and output can provide a useful high-level description of a BASIC program's execution.
Applying Metaphors and Abstract Models
Metaphors and abstract models are powerful means for conveying the system model to novices. Mayer (1981) reports that novices who lack requisite knowledge are aided by learning abstract models, which enable them to understand system concepts during interactions with the system. Sein and Bostrom (1989) find that abstract models work best for novices who are able to create and manipulate mental images. For other novices, the metaphor is better. Hence, the choice between metaphor and abstract model is dependent upon the user's task knowledge and the ability to conceptually visualize the system model.
In conceptual design, candidate metaphors and abstract models can be identified to provide the designer with building blocks for constructing a consistent, logical system model based upon the user's task model (Waren, 1987) . But basing the system model entirely on metaphors may be too limiting for harnessing the full power of the computer. The designer's objective should be to properly balance the users' descriptive model of'the task, the normative model of how the task ought to be done, and the new opportunities provided by computer technology.
Iterative system model development methodologies and tools
Task and metaphor analysis must be usercentered and iterative. Initial attempts produce a crude system model; iterative design and testing rework this crude model into a successful system model. For example, questionnaires help determine the basic attributes of the user group like age, computer training, and education. Interviews can be used to identify the basic system capabilities (Olson and Rueter, 1987) . Other useful approaches include psychological scaling methodologies and simulation and protocol analysis.
Psychological Scaling Methodologies
To identify the grouping of objects/methods, the designer can solicit user similarity judgments on all pairs of objects/operations based upon user judgment of frequency of occurrence, temporal distance, or spatial distance (McDonald and Schvaneveldt, 1988) . From this similarity measurement, clusters of objects/methods can be identified by applying psychological scaling methodologies, such as hierarchical clustering, multidimensional scaling, and network structuring techniques (e.g., Pathfinder) (McDonald et al., 1988; Olson and Rueter, 1987) . These methodologies can be applied to organize system documentation or menu hierarchy. For example, Kellogg and Breen (1987) developed users' views of how various elements of documents (footnotes, captions, etc.) are interrelated; McDonald and Schvaneveldt (1988) organized UNIX documentation according to perceived functionality.
Simulation anti Protocol Analysis
Requiring users to describe their work requirements in their own language can identify useful metaphors and abstract models (Mayer, 1981) . Pencil-and-paper simulations of proposed interface enable the user to act out typical work scenarios . This technique, coupled with think-aloud protocol analysis, makes it possible to determine how work is actually done. It is useful for deriving an initial estimate of the users' set of basic functions and data objects.
Another approach is called the Wizard of Oz (Carroll and Aaronson, 1988) . This approach employs two linked machines, one for the user and the other for the designer. Both the user's display and the designer's display show a simulated view of the system. To attempt a task, the user enters a command, which is routed to the designer's screen. The designer simulates the computer by evaluating the user input and sending a response to the user's display. This approach has the advantage of putting the user in a work-like situation well before the final system is fully programmed. Finally, user interface management systems like GUIDE, Domain/Dialog, and Prototyper (Hartson and Hix, 1989) or hypermedia tools like Hypercard (Halasz, 1988) can be used for rapid prototyping to evaluate user needs. They are, however, more expensive than the Wizard of Oz in terms of manpower and time needed for creating the prototype.
Discussion
Much research is still needed if we are to thoroughly understand system model design. Our knowledge of cognitive processes in HCI is still limited, although recent emphases in this area indicate an increasing awareness of its significance among researchers and practitioners (Olson and Olson, 1990) . One important strategy is to apply theories like GOMS, TAG, and SOAR to study a broad range of computer tasks for understanding mental activities involved in solving routine and novel problems. An attempt at this research has been underway; an AI program incooporating means-ends analysis and multiple problem spaces has been used to analyze user task knowledge (Young and Whittington, 1990 ). This analysis can alert the designer to potential problems of a proposed interface.
Another important strategy is to improve psychological methods for studying users' prior knowledge and cognitive processes. The methods may be applied to investigate how a user forms a mental model of a system and to evaluate the discrepancies between the user's mental model and the system model. This provides feedback regarding the quality of system model design to designers, who can then improve their design strategies.
In addition, guidance is needed for applying metaphors to system model design. Whether or not system models are based upon metaphors, users are likely to generate metaphoric comparisons on their own (Mack, et al., 1983) . What happens if this comparison creates user confu, sion because of the discrepancy between the designer's metaphor choice and the user's own comparative idea? Strategies are needed for portraying metaphors so that the metaphoric comparison is obvious but not distracting. There is also a need for methodologies for evaluating alternative metaphors. hypothesize that the user transforms metaphors into a precise understanding of the system model via a three-stage process: (1) establishing metaphoric comparison; (2) elaborating aspects of the metaphoric comparison map meaningfully to the system model; and (3) consolidating produce a system model from what was learned from each comparison. However, it is unclear how this theory can be applied to analyze metaphor learnability.
Finally, user confusion may arise when system concepts have no analogical descriptions, such as the difference between a line wraparound and a hard carriage control. How can abstract models be useful in these situations? Research is needed to provide principles to guide the development of abstract models and strategies for using these models effectively in user training.
Action Language Design
The next component of the HCI framework to be addressed is the action language design. It involves the creation of a means for the user to easily translate his or her intentions to actions accepted by the system. Because natural language is not yet a viable option, designers must rely upon dialog styles unnatural to novices, relying primarily on keyboards and pointing devices. Designers must also choose a syntax and vocabulary for action specifications, and mechanisms for protecting the user from unintentionally destroying completed work.
Dialog style
Many conversation-based dialog styles have been employed in HCI. In Table 1 , these styles are classified according to who inititates the dialogs and choices available for action specifications (Miller and Thomas, 1977) . Recently, direct manipulation styles using pointing and graphics devices have become popular; they differ from conversational styles in many aspects (see Table  2 ) (Hutchins, et al., 1986; Shneiderman, 1987 ).
The system model, when designed in accord with user perception of how tasks are conducted, may suggest the dialog style. For example, the "form" style is the natural choice for a system involving database inquiries because forms are widely used for storing data manually and, as a consequence, become the metaphor for that system. But choosing a dialog style often requires considering human factors other than the system model. The tasks may be complex, suggesting that no single style is sufficient. For example, accounting application interfaces are often a mix of forms, menus, and command languages, each tailored to specific task requirements. User difference also plays an important role. Performance on relatively low-skill, computer-based tasks can vary as much as 9:1 (Egan, 1988) . This variance in user performance can be partially attributable to individual differences such as skill level, technical aptitude, age, and cognitive style.
The level of user experience and technical skill is a dominant factor in selecting an appropriate dialog style (Mozeico, 1982) . For novices, computer-guided, constrained-choice interfaces are better because the time spent on mental activities, shown in Figure 1 , is reduced. Conversely, with experience comes a clear understanding of how tasks can be achieved, decreasing the need for a computer-guided interface and creating a preference for a user-initiated language.
Direct manipulation styles, like Star's iconic desktop interface, are easy to learn because they closely reflect the system model, which in turn closely matches the user's task knowledge. They are easy to use for both novices and experts because of simple push-button actions and a continuous display of the "system states" that guide user actions (Shneiderman, 1987) . Still, direct manipulation styles may be slower than conversational styles for experts to use (Hutchins, et al., 1986) .
Novices can become expert through experience. This transition is easier if the user possesses technical aptitude, which involves high spatial memory and visualization and/or deductive reasoning ability. These abilities help the user remember, visualize, and locate objects and generate syntactically correct instructions (Egan 1988) .
Cognitive style and age also affect the dialog style decision. A study by Fowler, et al. (1985) shows that field-independent users, autonomous and self-reliant, prefer a user-initiated command structure, while field-dependent users tend to prefer constrained interfaces. Age is a significant factor in predicting user performance, particularly for interfaces requiring the user to possess a technical aptitude (Egan, 1988) . The loss in performance due to aging can be countered with a simplified interface that reduces the necessity of visualizing important displays.
Multi-style interfaces can be employed to satisfy users varying in skill level, cognitive style, and age. For example, styles ranging from questionanswer to menu and command language can all be included within the interface; the user can then choose any style to achieve better performance (Mozeico, 1982) . Recently, an implementation integrating natural language with direct manipulation (Cohen, et al., 1989) and another combining command language and direct manipulation (Gerlach and Kuo, 1991) show the practicality of this approach.
User interface syntax
In interacting with a computer, the user is required to translate his or her goals and intentions into actions understood by the system. Hence, in syntax design, designers must select words that not only represent system objects and functions but also match user expectations. Likewise, the action sequence of entering these words needs to be specified so it can be easily recognized and remembered by users.
Vocabulary
One way to select vocabulary is for designers to select keywords based upon the system model. This approach to vocabulary design, although intuitively appealing, is shown to be impractical because designers' word choices vary significantly among themselves and may differ from users' choices (Carroll, 1985) . Barnard (1988) suggests user testing for obtaining specific words.
Novices prefer general, frequently used words that are not representative of system concepts (Black and Sebrechts, 1981; Bloom, 1987) . Different novices often assign different words to the same concept (Good, et al., 1984; Landauer, et al., 1983) . As a result, words used by some novices may not help others learn the action language.
A better alternative is to have expert users select terms that are highly representative of system concepts; these terms can then be evaluated by novices for learnability (Bloom, 1987) . To accommodate both novices' and experts' preferences, synonyms should be included as a part of the action language (Good, et al., 1984) . The alternative word choices, even if synonyms are not implemented, can be presented to novice users for learning the concept of the chosen word (Bloom, 1987) .
Action Consistency
Consistent keystrokes within and across different systems lend themselves to easy memorization, resulting in faster, easier learning. This helps users in transferring knowledge of a well-learned system to a new system (Poison, 1988; Poison, et al., 1986) . It also reduces user errors and the time and assistance needed to enter commands (Barnard, et al., 1981) .
Action inconsistency typically occurs in systems employing modes. For example, line editors typically have two modes: one for input and the other for editing. Modes are confusing to novices because identical keystroke sequences generate different results in different modes (Norman, 1983) . However, they are efficient for applications in which the number of commands exceeds the number of keys available. With practice, modes allow experts to use fewer keystrokes for command entry; elimination of modes may penalize the experienced user. Norman recommends that modes be employed judiciously. We suggest that techniques for focusing user attention (discussed later) should be used to make modes obvious to the user to reduce confusion.
An action language's consistency is affected by its orthogonality. In an orthogonal language, each basic keystroke component is assigned a unique meaning representing a single action parameter, which can be an operation, an object, or any other qualifier (Bowden, et al., 1989) . A single set of rules determines how these unique keystroke components can be combined to form commands. For example, in a word processing system, commands must obey the rule: first, operation (e.g., DELETE); next, object (e.g., LET-TER); and last, direction qualifier (e.g., RIGHT).
In an orthogonal language, keystrokes per command increases in proportion to the size of the command set; more time is therefore needed to enter commands. But less effort is needed to memorize and recall each keystroke's meaning. This reduction in mental effort and time may make the memorability-efficiency tradeoff beneficial if ease of learning is critical to the user.
Action Efficiency
Many system implementations concentrate on minimizing keystrokes to reduce motor activities through the use of function keys, command abbreviations, and recognition of an option's first letter. But as noted earlier, keystroke efficiency is also a function of memorizing and recalling the keystrokes. For example, when a function key is given multiple meanings whose interpretation depends upon the context in which it is applied, a user can be easily confused because of the increased mental load in recall (Morland, 1983) . Ofl~ering both whole and abbreviated commands is one way to increase motor efficiency while reducing the mental load. With these options, the user can initially enter the whole command and then quickly make use of abbreviated commands (Landauer, et al., 1983) . The importance of reducing the mental load is further illustrated by Lerch, et al.'s (1989) study of spreadsheet users performing financial planning tasks. They found that users perform better using relative referencing of spreadsheet variables (e.g., PREVIOUS REVENUES) than when using absolute row and column coordiantes. Absolute row and column coordinates require less keystroke time to enter but additional mental overhead. Overall, relative referencing schemes reduce user errors and allow the user to devote mental capacity to planning the task solution.
Another way of increasing efficiency is for a system to offer multiple methods for doing the same type of task; the efficiency of each method varies in accordance with the task situation. But the user may fail to choose the method that requires the least number of keystrokes for a given task because of the additional mental cost ex--pended in choosing between two methods (Olson and Nilsen, 1987) . Further investigation may focus on trade.off decisions between using a wellrehearsed single general method and learning and employing several context-specific methods.
Protection mechanisms
The majority of beginners act recklessly; they make little effort to read user manuals to acquire system knowledge. A survey shows that trial-anderror learning is most widely used (Hiltz and Kerr, 1986) . A major concern, therefore, is to ensure that the action language protects the user from being penalized for trying the system.
One common technique for this is to provide the user with an "undo" function that reverses a series of actions. Another is to prompt the user to reconsider planned actions that can lead to damaging, irreversible, results, such as deleting a file.
A third, more interesting approach is "training wheels," which encourage novices to explore system features during the initial learning stage while protecting them from disaster (Carroll and Carrithers, 1984) . They block invocation of nonelementary system features and respond with a message stating that the feature is unavailable. The "training wheels" approach effectively supports exploratory learning by reducing the amount of time users spend recovering from their errors. But they do not help the learner acquire system concepts needed for performing tasks not attempted previously (Catrambone and Carroll, 1987) . Research is needed to study what users learn or do not learn from their mistakes. Another interesting question is the effect of combining the abstract model and the "training wheels" approach for providing the user with an interface for learning the system model. We hypothesize this combination will result in deeper user understanding of system concepts.
Discussion
An important issue of action-language design concerns trade-offs between efficiency and consistency. Keystroke consistency may .increase learnability for novices but decrease efficiency for experts. This issue requires further research in understanding the user's cognitive processes for memorization and recall when interacting with a computer.
Another research issue concerns how to design an interface or suite of interfaces to satisfy all users. For example, multi-style interfaces can be created so all styles are equally functional. The user can then express the same intention in his or her preferred style. To do so, research must address questions related to how interfaces can assist users in transferring knowledge from one dialog style to another. How can one build multistyle interfaces so that mastery of one style is instrumental and perhaps sufficient to facilitate progress to another? Can users move from a style that is system-initiated to one that is userintiated? Future research should focus on understanding cognitive processes for knowledge transfer, building on the work by Kieras, et al. (e.g., Kieras and Bovair, 1984; Kieras and Poison, 1985) .
Finally, there is a need for developing principles to guide the use of speech and gesture devices. Preliminary studies have shown that users prefer these devices (Hauptmann, 1989; Weimer and Ganapathy, 1989) . Effective incorporation of such devices in the action language requires further studies to assess their impact on the motor, sensory, perceptual, and cognitive processes of the user.
Presentation Language Design
The last section of the HCI framework concerns presentation language design. An important design objective is for interface displays to guide user actions (Bennett, 1983) . This objective requires selecting representations that fit the user's task knowledge; the format of data produced by the system must satisfy task needs and preferences. A display's layout is to be organized so that the collective presentation of various outputs eases user perception and interpretation. Presentations also convey feedback to attract the user's attention and confirm user actions. Finally, online assistance must be designed to help users learn system operations and correct their errors.
Object representation
If the presentation is to adequately reflect the metaphors on which the system model is based, the designer must choose a display appearance that assists users in establishing the analogy between that display and the metaphors. A familiar appearance enables the user to recognize and interpret the representation easily. Examples of this principle are found in the spreadsheet-like interfaces of 1-2-3 and the electronic desk top of Star.
Icons can represent much information and be easily differentiated (Blattner, et al., 1989) . icon can be a concrete picture replicate of a familiar object, such as the trash can icon in Star. System concepts having no pictoral replicates can be depicted by abstract icons composed of geometric shapes and figures. Concrete and abstract icons may also be combined to create hybrid icons, e.g., [] for deleting a character. Unlike concrete icons, abstract and hybrid icons must be taught to the user. Once learned, however, they are effective on conveying important system concepts.
Presentation formats: table vs. graph
Presenting results in graph or table formats to satisfy both user decision style and task requirements is of great interest to designers of decision support systems. When the task requires a large volume of data, graphs are more effective than tables for allowing the user to summarize the data (Jarvenpaa and Dickson, 1988) . Graphs are also good for tasks (such as interpolation, trend analysis, and forecasting) that require identification of patterns from large volumes of data. Conversely, if the task requires pinpointing data with precision, tables are better. Tables also outperform graphs for simple production scheduling decisions. But for complex decisions, graphs are superior (Remus, 1984; . Finally, combining graph and table formats can result in better decisions, albeit with slower performance, compared to using either display alone (Powers, et al., 1984) .
Our understanding of the cognitive processes involved in handling tables and graphs is still limited. Johnson and Payne (1985) and Johnson, et al. (1988) demonstrate that if information presented in a format difficult for the user to comprebend, the user may employ an easier but less effective decision strategy than one that requires more sophisticated reasoning but leads to a better result. Lohse (1991) shows that graphs and tables differ in their cognitive effort. Lohse's research is interesting because it is based on a cognitive model that includes perceptual stores, short-term memory, algorithms for discrimination and encoding, and timing parameters. The model can predict the time needed for a user to understand a graph. It can be an advisory tool for choosing formats to match task needs and has the potential to answer questions regarding how and when graphs and tables can be applied to faciliate problem solving.
Spatial layout
User productivity is enhanced when all needed information is readily available. To display as much information as possible in a limited area, the designer should consider information chunking, placement consistency, and the use of windows and 3-D displays.
Chunking
The display, partitioned into well-organized chunks that match the user's expectations and natural perception abilities, provides a basis for the user to select and evaluate actions (Mehlenbacher, et al., 1989) . Chunks can be identified using the psychological techniques discussed in the system model section. The layout can be organized following Gestalt principles: the principles of proximity and closure suggest enclosing each chunk of objects in a separated area; the principle of similarity suggests using the same font or color for objects of the same chunk. Also, spatial consistency of chunks is important because memorization of location is effortless (Mandler, et al., 1977) ; labels can be used with chunking to improve recognition and recall (Burns, et al., 1986; Jones and Dumais, 1986) .
Placement Consistency
One way proposed to reduce the time in seamhing menu items is arranging menus according to fre-quency of use (Witten, et al., 1984) . But this approach may have only a short-term advantage over a menu with fixed configuration; it may even cause slower performance because the mental effort for searching the menu increases with change and the user becomes disoriented (Somberg, 1987; Trevellyan and Browne, 1987) . In the long term, a fixed configuration facilitates searching better than, or as well as, a dynamic menu. The fixed configuration lends itself to memorization, and, therefore, menu selection is effortless once it is learned by the user.
Windows and 3-D Displays
A window is a clearly defined portion of the screen that provides a working area for a particular task. Windowing has several benefits. Using multiple windows enables the user to simultaneously perform multiple tasks that may be unrelated. The content of the unfinished task in a window is preserved so the user can easily continue that task later. Windows also serve as visible memory caches for integrating information from multiple sources or monitoring changes in separate windows. These benefits collectively enable windowing to support separate but concurrent task execution.
A drawback of windowing is that operating multiple windows demands higher cognitive processes, i.e., memory, perception, and motor skills. Overuse of windows can cause information overload and loss of user control such that the user may employ an inefficient search strategy in scanning multiple windows (Hen°d rickson, 1989) . Window manipulation is also shown to be difficult for the user, probably caused by the complexity in arranging windows (Carroll and Mazur, 1986) . Users perform tasks more slowly, although more accurately, with windows (Hendrickson, 1989) . Thus, operations for managing windows should be simplified. The window design should employ consistent placement and avoid overcrowded window to ease user perception and memory load.
Also, 3-D displays can be used to accommodate and condense a large volume of data (Card, et al., 1991) . A 3-D display is divided into many 3-D rooms, each used for a distinct application. The user can manipulate objects in the 3-D space to differentiate images, investigate for hidden information, and zoom in for details.
Attention and confirmation
Video and audio effects are useful in drawing a user's attention to important system responses and confirming user actions. Both are important for helping the user judge the status of his or her actions.
People typically have an orienting reflex to things that change in their visual periphery. Hence, video effects such as color, blinking, flashing, and brightness contrast can stimulate user curiosity for critical information (Benbasat, et al., 1986; Morland, 1983) . Audio effects can be used to complement video effects or reveal information difficult to represent with video (Gaver, 1986; . In addition, audio feedback can reduce space needs and synchronize user input with system response (Nakatani, et al., 1986) .
Often there is delay between user actions and system presentations. In this situation, confirmatory .feedback, such as immediate cursor response and changing shapes and shades of icons, is useful (Bewley, et al., 1983; . Similarly useful are progress indicators to display the percentage of work completed. Graphic-based progress indicators, like a percent-done thermometer or a clock, are considered fun to use (Myers, 1985) . Progress indicators also aid in conducting multiple tasks. For example, a user informed that a long time is required for printing a document may decide to spend that time editing another file or retrieving a cup of coffee.
Both visual and auditory cues are shown to motivate users to explore unknown system features (Malone, 1984) . Incorporating both video and audio feedback may have significant impact on user learning and satisfaction. Auditory icons, or "earcons," provide intuitive ways to use sound for presenting information to users (Blattner, et al., 1989; Gaver, 1986; . Like visual icons, auditory icons can be constructed by digitizing natural sounds with which the user is familiar; abstract auditory icons can also be created by composing a series of sound pitches (Blattner, et al., 1989) . For example, in SonicFinder (Gaver, 1989) , a wooden sound is used for opening a file and a metal sound for opening an application, while a scraping sould indicates the dragging of an object. The research in this area could focus on creating game-like interfaces that are fun to learn (Carroll and Mazur, 1986 ) and on assisting visually impaired users.
User assistance
Three types of information have been shown to be valuable for providing user assistance (Carroll and Aaronson 1988; Kieras and Bovair, 1984) .
One is "how-to-do-it" information that defines specific action steps for operating the system. Another is '-'what-it-is-for" information that elaborates on the purpose of each step; this helps users associate steps with individual goals. Third is "how-it-works" information that explains the system model; this is useful for advanced troubleshooting and creative use of the system. All three types of information can be used in writing online error messages and user instructions.
Error Correction
When novices make errors and are uncertain about what to do next, they often look for instructions from the system message (Good, et al., 1984) . Thus, error messages should pinpoint corrective, "how-to-do-it" information and state "what-it-is-for" (Carroll and Aaronson, 1988) . addition, immediate feedback on user errors facilitates learning better than delayed feedback because a user can easily associate the correct action with the exact point of error (Catrambone and Carroll, 1987) . The style of error messages is also important: they should reflect users' words, avoid negative tones, and clearly identify the portion of the action in error (Shneiderman, 1987) .
Online Manuals
When users know the task they wish to perform, brief "guided exploration cards" (Catrambone and Carroll, 1987) help users perform better than long manuals. Specific "how-to-do-it" information can be included for novices to do complete tasks quickly in the begh~ning (Carroll and Aaronson, 1988; Catrambone, 1990) . In addition, instructions describing general rules of the system model encourage novices to infer unstated details of the interface, resulting in better user learning of the system (Black, et al., 1989 ).
The GOMS model described earlier can be used to create online manuals (Gong and Elkerton, 1990) . To do so, the designer conducts a GOMS analysis of user tasks. The result is then applied to organize the manual based on possible user goals; for each goal, specific "how-to-do-it" information on methods and operators is then provided. Error avoidance and recovery information can be included to improve user performance.
Query-in-Depth
Query-in-depth is a technique designed to provide multi-level assistance to help users at various levels of expertise learn the system (Gaines, 1981; Houghton, 1984) . Its low-level help includes brief "how-to-do-it" and "what-it-is-for" information that instructs users' immediate actions. If not satisfied, the user can request more advanced" how-it-works" information for troubleshooting.
Discussion
In the past 10 years, engineers have created sophisticated video and audio technologies for computer input and output. New technologies, like Virtual Reality and Speech I/O, will likely be integrated into normal presentations. To effectively apply them, we need to better understand how they affect the user in performing work. Studies have shown that while auditory memory has less storage capacity than visual memory, it retains signals more than twice as long as visual memory (Cowan, 1984) . These differences in attention and memory phenomena must be examined within the context of human-computer interaction. What is the impact on user cognitive process given that only limited capacity is available for motion and perception? How should the various devices be integrated? What are the costs and benefits in terms of hardware, software, user training, and actual user performance? Providing guidance in designing video and audio interfaces is challenging but critical in HCI research in the near future.
Windowing offers many advantages in action and presentation language design that have yet been explored. For example, one way to implement multi-style interfaces is to allow each style to be operated in a separate window. Or, to adapt to a user's pattern of menu usage, a window for the most recently used menu options, another for the most frequently used options, and a third for the regular menu options can be used in combination. Windows are ideal for user assistance: error messages, online manual, or confirmatory feedback can be located in windows separated from work dialogs. Complex tasks can also be supported by allowing subtasks in separate windows or 3-D rooms. Again, research is needed to study how windows and 3-D rooms can be effectively applied for these various purposes. The central issue is to understand how they can impact the user's cognitive processes, as discussed in the work by Card, et al. (1991) .
Finally, there is a need for research in online advising. Research so far has shown that online advising, even that provided by an expert using the Wizard-of-Oz technique, is of limited use for the novice user (Carroll and Aaronson, 1988 
Conclusion
Interfaces are complex, cybernetic-like systems that can be built quickly but are difficult to build well. Their complexities necessitate the decomposition of the entire user-interface design problem into small, manageable subproblems, along with a reexamination of their interrelationships into a whole. The framework presented in this article serves this purpose; it organizes research findings into three major divisions: system model, action language, and presentation language. This article reviews current HCI research findings and illuminates their practical implications. The aim of this work is to enable HCI design practice to become more systematic and less intuitive than it is today.
Throughout the literature two major philosophies of interface design and research can be identified. One is that interface design is often driven by technological advancement; research is conducted to address problems that occur after a design is implemented. This generated the mouse, voice, windows, and graphics. The other is that we still know little about the psychological make-up of the user. The work on the psychology of HCI by Card, et al. (1983) and Norman (1986) provide a solid theoretic beginning; much research is needed to expand these theories so they can be useful in addressing a wide range of interface design issues based upon user and task considerations.
Great challenges remain ahead in interface research. We should not limit ourselves to the study of problems concerning only existing technologies. We should explore new, creative uses of advanced technologies to know what, when, and how to apply them effectively. We can save substantial research effort by ceasing to emphasize problems inherent in poorly developed technologies unless they illuminate cognitive processes that will be important to interfaces of the future (Wixon, et al., 1990 )o
We need to broaden research concerning how people organize, store, and retrieve concepts (Ca; ; oll and Campbell, 1986; Newell and Card, 1985; . Theories of exemplar memory, prototype memory, episodic memory, and semantic memory are probably applicable to HCI research. We also need to investigate psychological attributes (such as attitude and preference), work-related factors (such as fatigue and organizational culture), and certain physical limitations (such as hearing and vision impairment). We must study how user interfaces should cope with the limitations imposed by varying user characteristics. More importantly, we must focus on what aspects of user characteristics are important, how they are related to each stage of HCI design, and when during the design stage they must be considered. This focus ensures the applicability to research findings to design.
Finally, we must interrelate the research findings if we are to develop comprehensive theories for the design, implementation, and testing of functional, usable, and learnable interfaces. In this pursuit, the role of .the designer in documenting his or her design rationales is especially important. A design rationale is a record of design alternatives and explanation of why some specific choice is made. To further our understanding of HCI, design rationales should be a co-product of the design process (Maclean, et al., 1989) . Comparing and contrasting design rationales of various systems enables us to capture the range of constraints affecting the HCI design and gain insights into why a choice works or does not work.
Some excellent exploratory work has been done in this area. For example, Wixon, et al. (1990) pro-pose collection of usability data in the context of user tasks to identify both general principles and detailed guidelines for HCI design. Carroll and Kellogg (1989) and Carroll (1990) emphasize identification of psychological claims embodied in an interface and the application of artifacts as bases for assessing appropriateness of these claims. In conclusion, data regarding user tasks, user achievement and problems, and changes in the overall environment should be collected on a continuous basis. Assumptions about the psychology of the user performing the task and limitations of technology must be explicitly stated. The collection of design rationales can then be used to develop practical guidelines and principles, which should be repeatedly evaluated to develop theories governing HCI design.
Executive Overview
It is widely recognized that partnership arrangements are likely to play an increasingly common role in the development and application of new technology. For ambitious projects, the stakes may be too high for any one organization to foot the entire bill and take all of the risks. Partnership arrangements can be extremely effective in bringing together complementary resources and sharing the risks and rewards for high-payoff projects. This paper describes such an arrangement between the United Services Automobile Association (USAA) and IBM.
USAA is a very large financial services company serving a specialized market of active and retired military officers. Some 80 percent of its revenue comes from property and casualty insurance. The company manages the largest mail order business in the country, with a huge daily volume of incoming and outgoing mail (100,000 and 250,000 respectively). It also operates the largest automatic telephone call distribution system in the world.
A great variety of paper documents is generated by such a massive operation. The effort of managing the resulting paper files had drawn the attention of USAA senior executives since the early 1980s. The CEO of the company had an early vision of doing away with most of the paper through the use of imaging technology. Prototype imaging systems were developed in the mid-80s in an attempt to reduce the flood of paper. The lack of standards and the relatively primitive technology of the time precluded a really satisfactory solution to the problem.
Discussion about possible cooperative arrangements to develop imaging technology had been initiated between USAA and IBM executives as early as 1982. There were pockets of support for the idea within IBM, but it was not until 1987 that sufficient corporate interest was generated for the deal to be put together. Once this was done, however, both partners became thoroughly committed to the success of the venture.
In order for a partnership to work, a number of conditions must be created. There must be a clear set of compatible objectives, a strong top-level commitment, complementary resources and skills, a willingness to respond flexibily to the inevitable problems that arise, and mutual trust. Each party must bring something to the table. USAA brought a vision of the "paperless" processing system as a way out of its growing deluge of paper, a number of years of experience with earl!er imaging systems, and a willing test bed for proving the hardware, software, and processing procedures in a very demanding enviroment. IBM brought its large-scale resources, broad technology base, and a desire to develop a product line that would satisfy what top management saw as potentially a very important market segment.
The partnership proved to be a great success. The imaging system went "live" in the latter half of 1988, and by the third quarter of 1989 all incoming mail was handled for the underwriting, sales, and service areas in the property and casualty line of business. By the first quarter of 1990, over 1,400 image workstations had been installed, serving over 2,000 users. Millions of dollars per year were saved in storage space and labor costs. Storage space shrank to a tiny fraction of the amount formerly required. It became possible to substantially re-engineer the management of work and the control of documents.
The case presents an interesting example of a successful strategic partnership. It illustrates the benefits that can accrue to both partners if things are done right. The article discusses the conditions that must be put into place and the supporting roles that must be provided, if a partnership stands a strong chance of succeeding.
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